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PRESS RELEASE 

 

2nd March 2015 

 

BE PART OF THE EXCITEMENT OF THE CHELTENHAM CHALLENGE! 

 

Anyone who has organised an event, even a small one, will know that a 

considerable amount of thought, planning and physical implementation is 

required in putting it together.  However when you are planning something the 

size of the forthcoming Cheltenham Challenge, held at Cheltenham Racecourse 

on Sunday 21st June, there are a million details that require consideration and 

execution. 

 

Why not volunteer to be part of the crew and help make the Cheltenham 

Challenge 2015 a success?  You’ll be helping to raise funds for many charities as 

well as experiencing the fun and enjoyment of the whole event. 

 

The Cheltenham Challenge, organised by CCP is a multi-terrain event with 6 

distinct events throughout the day with stunning views across Cheltenham. The 

day comprises of a Full Marathon, Half marathon, a 10k and a 5k as well as the 

Ultra event where runners run all four back to back.  This year CCP, in 

partnership with the National Star Collage, will be holding a Wheelchair 5k event 

too as well as a 15K relay for teams raising funds for small military charities.  
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All events are held on a 13 mile course with marshals and water 

stations distributed along the length of the course route throughout 

the day.  The event village will be based at the Cheltenham Racecourse where up 

to 1000 participants will need greeting, registering, encouraging, refreshing, 

marshaling and supporting. 

 

Being a marshal on the day is a fantastic experience, without them the event 

could not take place. It takes about 200 people to ensure the Challenge runs 

smoothly.  Becoming a Cheltenham Challenge volunteer means you play an active 

role in the overall success of the event whilst also allowing you to support your 

friends, family and charity teams. 

 

In 2014, Emma Morris and her horse helped marshal at the top of Cleeve 

Common and CCP are looking for further riders who have a license to ride on the 

Common to get involved in the 2015 event.  CCP are also looking for at least a 

dozen mountain bikers to help marshal the more inaccessible parts of the course.  

The cyclists go out in pairs ensuring runners are safe and are on the right route, 

particularly across parts of Cleeve Common. 

 

How can you get involved? We need committed volunteers to assist with a 

number of roles: 

 

Pre event set up – Volunteers to help map the route, set out the signage and 

ensure the route is safe and accessible on the day. Signage is set out on either  
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Friday or Saturday before the event.  

Course Marshal Teams - making sure the participants stay safely 

on the course.  

Water Stations – The event runs a number of water stations around the 13 mile 

course. These water stations are staffed by volunteers primarily from corporate 

or voluntary organisation partners.  The water stations are distributed along the 

course. Our water sponsor Water Cooler World supply water at the Race course 

with the first water station being in Prestbury. They are then distributed every 4 

to 5 miles along the route.  

Event Village Team – participant registration, participant pack collection, 

secure baggage, participant and visitor liaison and car parking. We will need 

volunteers here on Saturday for participant pack collection and event village set 

up also. 

Post event clear up – Tidy up after the participants have gone and clear all 

route signage (ensuring it’s usable for next year). The course utilises public 

footpaths and The Cheltenham Challenge team are committed to ensuring we 

leave the route as tidy if not tidier than we found it. We try to clear up 90% on 

the day but on Monday a few teams will be out finishing up the job and collecting 

the last of the signage. 

 

Volunteer times on the day are broken down into 3 distinct timeslots. (times will 

vary dependent on the position a volunteer is placed on the course. Full briefings 

will take place to explain the timings related to the different events that take 

place on the day) 
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8am to 2pm The morning shift  

2pm to 8pm The afternoon shift  

8am to 8pm The challenge shift  

 

There is a dawn patrol shift where signage needs to be put out on the day. 

 

You don't need any experience to take part as a volunteer. You just need to be 

available on the event day and be willing to join in the fun. We will provide full 

training and marshal briefings on the run up to the event. 

 

Volunteers should be over the age of 18 on the day of the event or should be part 

of a recognised group under the supervision of a leader over the age of 18. 

 

Interested? We’d love to hear from you! Contact Dave Jones 

dave.jones@ccprojects.org.uk  

 

- e n d s - 

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

Should you require any further information or wish to organise photos of the 
route please contact Dave Jones, Deputy CEO at CCP on Mob: 07850 736401, Tel: 
01242 228999 EXT 104, Email: Dave.jones@ccprojects.org.uk 
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